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Abstract. In a federated digital library system, it is too expensive to query every
accessible library. Resource selection is the task to decide to which libraries a
query should be routed. In this paper, we describe a novel technique that is used
in the MIND project. Our approach, decision-theoretic framework (DTF), differs
from existing algorithms like CORI in two ways: It computes a selection which
minimises the overall costs (e.g. retrieval quality, time, money) of the distributed
retrieval. And it allows for other data types beside text (e.g., names, years, im-
ages), whereas other resource selection techniques are restricted to text.

1 Introduction

Resource selection is the task to determine automatically useful (“relevant”) collection
in a federation of digital libraries (DLs). Traditional algorithms (e.g. GlOSS, CORI)
compute similarities between the library and the query, and retrieve a constant number
of documents from the top-ranked libraries.

The GlOSS system [7] is based on the vector space model and – thus – does not refer
to the concept of relevance. For each library, a goodness measure is computed which is
the sum of all (SMART) scores of all documents in this library w. r. t. the current query.
Libraries are ranked according to the goodness values.

The state-of-the-art system CORI [3] uses the INQUERY retrieval system which
is based on inference networks. The resource selection task is reduced to a document
retrieval task, where a “document” is the concatenation of all documents of one library.
The indexing weighting scheme is quite similar to the DTF one, but applied to libraries
instead of documents. Thus, term frequencies are replaced by document frequencies,
and document frequencies by collection frequencies. CORI also covers the data fusion
problem, where the library score is used to normalise the document score. CORI is one
of the best performing resource selections models.

In contrast, the decision-theoretic framework (DTF) [6, 11] has a better theoretic
foundation: The task is to find the selection with minimum costs (which depend on dif-
ferent criteria like retrieval quality, time or money). A user can choose different selec-
tion policies by specifying the importance of the different cost sources. Three different
methods for estimating retrieval quality for text libraries have been developed for DTF
so far.

In this paper, we extend DTF towards additional data types (like names, years or
images) and search predicates (e.g.sounds-like for names or= for years), which have
to be handled slightly different.



We implemented this new method within the MIND project. MIND is a federated
digital library system for non-co-operating and multi-media DLs.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we introduce the
decision-theoretic framework for resource selection. In section 3, we describe the re-
trieval model used in DTF, and how different data types (text, names, years, images) are
integrated. Different methods for estimating retrieval quality are presented in section 4.
The last section contains some concluding remarks and an outlook to future work.

2 Decision-theoretic framework

The basic assumption of the decision-theoretic framework (DTF) [6, 11] is that we can
assign specific retrieval costsCi(si ,q) to each digital libraryDLi , wheresi is the number
of documents retrieved for queryq. The term “costs” is used in a broad way and also
includes—besides money—cost factors like time and quality.

If the user specifies (together with her query) the total numbern of documents which
should be retrieved, the task then is to compute an optimum solution, i.e. a vectors=
(s1,s2, . . . ,sm)T with |s|= ∑m

i=1si = n which minimises the overall costs:

M(n,q) := min
|s|=n

m

∑
i=1

Ci(si ,q). (1)

ForCi(si ,q), costs from different sources should be considered:
Effectiveness: Probably most important, a user is interested in getting many relevant

documents. Thus we assign user-specific costsC+ for viewing a relevant docu-
ment and costsC− > C+ for viewing an irrelevant document. Ifr i(si ,q) denotes
the number of relevant documents in the result set whensi documents are retrieved
from libraryDLi for queryq, we obtain the cost function

Crel
i (si ,q) := r i(si ,q) ·C+ +[si− r i(si ,q)] ·C−. (2)

Time: This includes computation time at the library and communication time for de-
livering the result documents over the network. These costs can easily be approxi-
mated by measuring the response time for several queries. In most cases, a simple
affine linear cost function is sufficient.

Money: Some DLs charge for their usage, and monetary costs often are very impor-
tant for a user. These costs have to be specified manually. In most cases, the cost
function is purely linear (reflecting per-document-charges).
By summing up the costs from different sources, we arrive at an overall cost func-

tion Ci(si ,q) with user-defined cost parametersC+, C−, Ct (for time) andCm (money).
Thus, a user can specify her own selection policy (e.g. cheap and fast results with a
potentially smaller number of relevant documents). But as we do not know the actual
costs (particularly the number of relevant documents) in advance, we switch to expected
costsECi(si ,q) (for relevancy costs, using the expected numberE[r i(si ,q)] of relevant
documents):

EM(n,q) := min
|s|=n

m

∑
i=1

ECi(si ,q), (3)

ECi(si ,q) := ECrel
i (si ,q)+Ct ·ECtime

i (si ,q)+Cm ·ECmoney
i (si ,q). (4)



In function 3, the expected costsECi(si ,q) are increasing with the numbersi of
documents retrieved. Thus, the algorithm presented in [6] can be used for computing an
optimum solution.

3 The MIND retrieval model

In this section we describe the underlying retrieval model and the integration of different
data types.

3.1 General model

The retrieval model follows Risjbergen’s [16] paradigm of IR as uncertain inference,
a generalisation of the logical view on databases. In uncertain inference, IR means
estimating the probabilityPr(q← d) that the documentd logically implies the queryq
(“probability of inference”).

In MIND, documents adhere to a schema which defines their structure. In this paper,
we simply assume that there is only one single schema; a method for dealing with
heterogeneous schemas is presented in [10]. Schemas are built on top of data types. A
data typeD defines the set of possible values in the documentsdom(D) (the “domain”)
and a set of search predicatesp:dom(D)×dom(D,p)→ [0,1], wheredom(D,p) is the
set of all possible comparison values w. r. t. this search predicate.

A schemaS is a set of schema attributes, and each schema attributeA∈ Sbelongs
to a specific data typedt(A). Analogously, a documentd contains a set of document
attributes, where a document attribute is a pair(A,v(A)) of a schema attributeA∈Sand
a document valuev(A) ∈ dom(dt(A)):

d := {(au,C.J. Rijsbergen),(ti,Probabilistic Retrieval Revisited)}.

A queryq (adhering to the schemaS) consists of a set of query conditions; a query
condition c is a tuple(w(c),A(c), p(c),v(c)) of a probabilistic weightw(c) ∈ [0,1]
specifying the importance of this condition, a schema attributeA(c) ∈ S, a predicate
p(c) (supported by the data typedt(A))) and a comparison valuev(c) ∈ dom(dt(A),p)
Queries are normalised, i.e. the sum of the query condition weightss(q) := ∑c∈qw(c)
equals 1:

q := {(0.3, ti,=,xml),(0.2, ti,=, retrieval),(0.5,au,=, fuhr)}.

As we consider different data types and predicates, we split the queryq into sub-
queriesqp w. r. t. the different predicatesp, and normalise the subquery (with the nor-
malisation factors(qp)). The queryq1 from above would be split into 2 subqueries:

qti,= = {0.6, ti,=,xml),(0.4, ti,=, retrieval)},qau,= = {(1,au,=, fuhr)}.

We assume disjoint query terms, and view the query condition weightw(c) as the
probabilityPr(q← c). Then, we can apply a linear retrieval function [17]:

Pr(qp← d) := ∑
c j∈qp

Pr(qp← c j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
query condition weight

· Pr(c j ← d).︸ ︷︷ ︸
indexing weight



The probabilityPr(c← d) is the indexing weight of documentd w. r. t. conditionc.
Of course, the notion “indexing weight” does not imply that this probability is actually
stored in an index, it can also be computed on the fly.

We are interested in the probability of relevancePr(rel|qp,d), so we use predicate-
specific mapping functions [11] for approximating the relationship between probabili-
tiesPr(rel|qp,d) andPr(qp← d):

fp : [0,1] 7→ [0,1], fp(Pr(qp← d))≈ Pr(rel|qp,d). (5)

We can convert the probabilities of relevance of the subqueries into a probability of
relevance for the complete document:

Pr(rel|q,d) := ∑
p∈q

s(q′p) ·Pr(rel|qp,d).

In the rest of this section, we present definitions for indexing weightsPr(c← d)
and mapping functionsfp for different data types and predicates.

3.2 Data type “Text”

For Text, the comparison value of a conditionc is a termt. In MIND, we use two
predicatescontains (with stemming and stop word removal) andcontainsNoStem
(terms are not stemmed, but stop words are removed). We use a modified BM25 scheme
[14] for the indexing weights:

P(t← d) :=
tf (t,d)

tf (t,d)+0.5+1.5· dl(d)
avgdl

·
log numdl

df(t)

log|DL|
. (6)

Here, tf (t,d) is the term frequency (number of times termt occurs in documentd),
dl(d) denotes the document length (number of terms in documentd), avgdlthe average
document length,numdl the sample or library size (number of documents),|DL| the
library size), anddf(t) the document frequency (number of documents containing term
t). We modified the standard BM25 formula by the normalisation component 1/ log|DL|
to ensure that indexing weights are always in the closed interval[0,1], and can thus be
regarded as a probability. The resulting indexing weights are rather small; but this can
be compensated by the mapping functions.

Experiments [12] showed that a logistic function [4, 5], defined by two parameters
b0 andb1, yields a good approximation quality (see also Fig. 1):

fp : [0,1]→ [0,1], f (x) :=
exp(b0 +b1x)

1+exp(b0 +b1x)
. (7)

The logistic function can also be justified by a theoretic point of view: In an ideal
situation, exactly the documents in the ranks 1, . . . , l are relevant, and the documents
in the remaining ranksl + 1, . . . are irrelevant. Thus, the relationship function should
be a step function. Obviously, no information retrieval system can ensure this require-
ment, so a continuous functionf which approximates the discrete step function is more
appropriate. The logistic function in formula 7 is such an approximation.

Within MIND, we also investigated transcripts of speech recognisers. We observed
that we can handle them in the same way as “ordinary” text.
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Fig. 1.Example query results and fit with linear and logistic function

3.3 Data type “Name”

This data type supports two Boolean predicates= andsounds-like:

Pr(c← d) ∈ {0,1},

Pr((author,sounds− like,Jones)← (author,Johnson)) = 1.

For Boolean predicates, the identity function is a natural choice for the mapping
function:

fp≡ id , fp(x) := x.

Vague predicates likeedit-distance or n-grams could be considered as well but
are not investigated yet.

3.4 Data Type “Year”

The data typeYear has the Boolean predicates=, <, >, <= and>=, i.e. the indexing
weight is in{0,1}. As for the data typeName, we use the identify mapping function.

Furthermore, three different vague predicates∼=,∼< and∼> are defined:

Pr(c∼>← d) :=

{
1− v(c)−v(d)

v(d) , v(c) > v(d)
1 , else

, (8)

Pr(c∼=← d) := 1−
(

v(c)−v(d)
v(d)

)2

. (9)

For example, we get

Pr((1,pub,∼=,1999)← (pub,2000)) = 1−
(

1999−2000
2000

)2

= 0.99999975.

For these vague predicates, we apply a logistic function

fp : [0,1]→ [0,1], f (x) :=
exp(b0 +b1 ·x)

1+exp(b0 +b1 ·x)
.



For∼=, useful parameters areb0 = 4.7054−12590100,b1 = 12590100. Then, we get

b0 +b1 ·0.99999975≈ 1.5578,exp(b0 +b1 ·0.99999975)≈ 4.7487,

f (0.99999975)≈ 0.8260.

These definitions of the indexing weights and mapping function are equivalent to the
retrieval function used in fact retrieval for single condition queries, and a close approx-
imation for queries with multiple conditions.

3.5 Data Type “Image”

For images, different similarity functions (usually distance measures) for comparing
the condition valuec and the image stored in documentd can be considered. For colour
histograms, the colour space is divided into bins. A histogramhist(c) (comparison value
in query) orhist(d) (document image) is a vectorH, where the componentHi counts
the frequency of the colours in bini in the image

Possible distance measures for colour histograms include Minkowski-form distance,
Kullback-Leibler divergence,χ2 statistics or a quadratic-form distance [15], [8], [9], or
a normalised histogram intersection measure for the indexing weights:

Pr(c← d) := ∑i min(hist(c)i ,hist(d)i)
∑i hist(d)i

.

Pr(((image,colour,(0.5,0.7))← (image,(0.4,0.2))) =
0.4+0.2
0.7+0.3

= 0.6.

For images, linear or logistic mapping functions are possible.

3.6 Parameter learning

Most mapping functions depend on some query-specifiy parameters. However, in prac-
tice we do not have query-specific relevance data, so we have to derive query-independent
parameters from a learning sample (for each digital library).

In MIND, the parameters are learned using the Gnuplot1 implementation of the
nonlinear least-squares (NLLS) Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm [13]. As we don’t have
relevance judgements for all documents in practice, we only considered the 100 top-
ranked documents.

4 Estimating retrieval quality for resource selection

Resource selection accuracy in this model heavily depends on good approximations
of the number of relevant documents in the result set. Within MIND, we developed
two new methods [11]: DTF-sample (simulated retrieval on sample) can be used for all
data types, whereas DTF-normal (modelling indexing weights by a normal distribution)

1 http://www.ucc.ie/gnuplot/gnuplot.html



only works for text (but there, it outperforms DTF-sample). The third and oldest method
DTF-rp [6] can only be used for linear mapping functions.

In this section we describe briefly these three methods for estimating the expected
numberE[r(s,q)] of relevant documents in the firsts documents. All of them require
some metadata (e.g. average indexing weights, document frequencies). In non-co-
operating environments, these “resource descriptions” can be created automatically by
query-based sampling [2]. “Random” subsequent queries are submitted to the library,
and the retrieved documents are collected (forming the “sample”, from which the meta-
data is extracted). With reasonably low costs, an accurate resource description can be
constructed from samples of e.g. 300 documents.

For textual documents, a TREC-based evaluation of all three methods can be found
in [11]. We were not able to evaluate the technique for other media types yet due to lack
of an appropriate test-bed with relevance judgements.

4.1 Recall-precision-function

With the linear retrieval function forPr(q ← d), a linear mapping functions
fp(x) := c0+c1 ·x and a queryq where all conditions refer to the same predicate (which
allows us to use the same mapping function), we can compute the expected number
E(rel|q,DLi) of relevant documents inDLi as:

E(rel|q,DL) = |DL| ·E(rel|q,d),

E(rel|q,d) = c0 +c1 · ∑
c j∈q

Pr(q← c j) ·

[
1
|DL| ∑

d∈DL

Pr(c j ← d)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
average indexing weight

.

Obviously, this can be extended towards queries referring to multiple data types.
In addition, DTF-rp approximates the recall-precision function of a DL by a linearly

decreasing function

P : [0,1]→ [0,1], P(R) := P0 · (1−R). (10)

With expected precisionE[r(s,q)]/sand expected recallE[r(s,q)]/E(rel|q,DL), we can
estimate the number of relevant documents when retrievings documents [6]:

E[r(s,q)] :=
P0 ·E(rel|q,DL) ·s
E(rel|q,DL)+P0 ·s

. (11)

4.2 Simulated retrieval on sample

For DTF-sample, we index the complete library sample instead of only extracting sta-
tistical metadata. In the resource selection phase, retrieval is simulated with the same
queryq on this small sample (e.g. 300 documents), obtaining a probability of relevance
Pr(rel|q,d) for each sample document. This results in the empirical, discrete densityp
of the corresponding distribution.
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Fig. 2.Density of probabilities of relevance and computation ofE[r(s,q)]

Figure 2 shows how we can estimate the number of relevant documents in the result
set ofs documents. The grey area (the area below the graph froma to 1) denotes the
fraction s/|DL| of the documents in the library which are retrieved. Thus, we have
to find a pointa ∈ [0,1] (the smallest probability of relevance among thes retrieved
documents) such that

s= |DL|
∫ 1

a
p(x) dx. (12)

With this pointa, the expected number of relevant documents in the result set can
be computed as the expectation of the probabilities of relevance in this area:

E[r(s,q)] = |DL|
∫ 1

a
pi(x) ·x dx.

Obviously, this method can be used for all data types.

4.3 Normal distribution

As DTF-sample, DTF-normal estimates the distribution of the probabilities of relevance
Pr(rel|q,d), but based on a new theoretic model. For text, early experiments showed
that the empirical, discrete distribution of the indexing weightsPr(t← d) (viewed as a
random variableXt for a termt) can be approximated by a normal distribution (defined
by the expectationµ and the varianceσ)

p(x,µ,σ) :=
1√

2πσ2
·exp(− (x−µ)2

2σ2 ). (13)

For improved readability, we left out a huge peak at zero in figure 3(a). This peak
is one result of the large amount of documents which do not contain the term. The
second effect is that the expectation is close to zero, and the normal distribution density
is positive also for negative values. We ignore this, as we are mainly interested in the
high indexing weights (the tail of the distribution).
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The probabilities of inferencePr(q← d) (also called “scores”) can also be seen as
a random variableX, a linear combination of theXt with constantsai := Pr(q← ti).
As theXt follow a normal distribution with parametersµt andσt , X is also normally
distributed (see figure 3(b)) with parameters

µ=
l

∑
i=1

ai ·µti , σ =

√√√√ l

∑
i=1

(ai ·σti )2. (14)

From the document score distribution, we can estimate the scores (probabilities of
inference) of thes top-ranked documents easily. By applying the mapping function, the
probabilities of relevance can be computed.

5 Conclusion and outlook

In this paper we introduce a resource selection method which can—in addition to text—
also deal with other data types like names, years, images and others. This method is
based on the decision-theoretic framework which assigns costs to document retrieval,
and aims at minimising the overall costs from all selected libraries. In contrast to tradi-
tional resource ranking algorithms like GlOSS or CORI, DTF computes a clear cutoff
for the number of libraries queried, and the number of documents which should be
retrieved from each of these libraries. For DTF, the selection solution is a vector speci-
fying for each library the number of documents which have to be retrieved.

In the decision-theoretic framework, data types play their role in estimating retrieval
quality (time spent on a library and monetary costs are independent of the data types
used in queries). Earlier work focused on text. However, two of the three methods
for estimating retrieval quality—DTF-rp (recall-precision function) and DTF-sample
(simulated retrieval on sample)— can also be used for non-text datatypes. The third
method—DTF-normal (normal distribution of indexing weights)—can only be used for
texts.

In future, we will extend our mapping function evaluations on other data types.
The biggest challenge will be to find data sets using non-text data types together with
relevance judgements (the evaluation for text is based on TREC data).
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